
ON THE LERAY ISOMORPHISM THEOREM

BARRETT O'NEILL

The theorem to which we refer is Theoreme 4 in Expose XIX, of

[l]. In view of its wide usefulness, we propose to generalize this result

somewhat, as follows:

Theorem. Let <p: A—*A be a differential graded homomorphism of

differential graded sheaves (operators of degree +1) on a paracompact

space X. Suppose that n is an integer and

(1) <f>: Hp(X, HkA)^>Hp(X, HkA) is onto if p + k = n and univalent

if p+k = n + l;
(2) 4>: H(H+(X, A))^H(H+(X, A)) is an isomorphism;1

(3) the degrees of A and A are bounded below, or X has finite (co-

homology) dimension;

then<p: Hn(TA)-+H"(TA) is onto, andcp: H"+1(TA)^yHn+1(TA) is uni-

valent.

The following facts are easily established:

Lemma. Let \p: D-+D be a differential graded homomorphism of dif-

ferential graded groups (operators of degree — 1) with induced homology

homomorphism \p#: H(D)—>H(D). Then

(4) ip0 univalent and \pi onto imply ^*o univalent and \f/*i onto.

If, further, Di = D" = 0 for q = — 1, then

(5) \p*o and \pi onto imply \p0 onto;

(6) \p*o and ipi univalent, and ^*i and \p2 onto, imply \po univalent.

Proof of the Theorem. Let C be a fundamental sheaf [l] on X.

Filter Y(A o C) by the degrees of C; then in the resulting spectral

sequence, Ef = Hp(X, HkA). (In general, if B is a bigraded group,

let -B("> = Ep+*-» •B"*-) Thus (1) asserts that for r = 2 we have

cp: E<B)->I<n) onto, and </>: £<"+1)-^I<"+1) univalent. By (4) and the

properties of the sequence, the same is true for r ^ 2. Thus in view of

(3) we have <j>: G(n)—M?00 onto and <p: G(n)—>G(n+1) univalent, where

G is the associated bigraded group of H = H(T(A o C)) under the

present filtration. Then since the filtration is bounded it can be shown

(as in the proof of (9)) that
(7) <j>: IIn-^Hn is onto and <p: Hn+l-+Hn+1 is univalent.

Now   filter   T(A o C)   by   the   degrees   of   A.   Since   now   ElP
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1 The group H{H+(X, A)) is the cohomology group of H+ (X, A) = zZp>o H"(X, A)

derived from the operator of A.
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= Hk(Hp(X, A)), (2) asserts that <f>: Ef-+E*? is an isomorphism for

p^l, k arbitrary. (Actually we use a good deal less than this.) By

an induction using (4) we find that for r^2, k arbitrary

(8) d>: E^—tE*" is univalent for ps^l and is an isomorphism for

p^r-1.

It follows that </>: Gkp^>Gkp is univalent for p^ 1, k arbitrary, where

G is the associated bigraded group of H = H(T(A o C)) derived from

its present induced filtration {hH}. By (3) there is an integer b such

that bH = H, and thus G is related to Hn by the exact sequences:

0 -+ b+1Hn -> Hn -> Gb<n-b -> 0

0 -> Gn0 -> n~1Hn -» G""1'1 -> 0.

These are mapped by <p into the corresponding sequences for A, and

since <b: H"-^Hn is onto, we find by repeated use of the general five-

lemma that
(9) 0:G(n)^G<n) is onto.

We shall now show that

(10) <p: Ekp^E*p is onto provided r^2, k+p = n, 0^p^r-2.

By (5) this homomorphism will be onto if <f>: E?-r-v+r-1->7%r-r*+T-1

and <j>: Hkp(ET)-^Hhp(ET) are onto. The former condition holds by

(8); the latter is equivalent to <b: .E?+1—>£?+1 being onto. We may re-

peat this reasoning, since (5) and (8) apply at each stage, concluding

that for (10) to hold it suffices that </>: Gkp-*Gkp be onto: but this is

the case by (9). Since H"(X, A) =T(A), by setting k = n and r = 2 in

(10) we obtain <j>: Hn(YA)—>Hn(TA) onto, half of our required result.

It remains to prove that <p: Hn+1(TA)—>Hn+1(TA), or equivalently

^: _E»+1.o^£»+i.Oj ;s univaient. By (6) this is true provided d>: £^+1'°

->££+1,0 and 4>: ET1,1-*^-1,1 are univalent, and <j>: ETU-*^?~W

and </>: E2~3,2-^E^~3,2 are onto. The second and fourth of these condi-

tions hold by (8), the third by (10). We may apply the same reason-

ing to the first condition and continue by an induction to show that

it suffices for tb: Gn+1'°—>Gn+1-° to be univalent. But this homomor-

phism is a restriction of <j>: Hn+1^>Hn+1, the univalence of which was

established in (7).

Corollary 1 (notation as above). If <b:H(X, HA)^>H(X, HA)

and <p: H(H+(X,_A))->H(H+(X, A)) are isomorphisms, then so is

<f>:H(TA)^H(TA).
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Corollary 2. If <j>: Hk(A)—*Hk(A) is an isomorphism for k^n and

univalent for k = n + l, and <p: H(H+(X, A))—>H(H+(X, A)) is an

isomorphism, then <f>: LP(rA)^>Hk(TA) is also an isomorphism for

k^n and univalent for k = n +1.
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ONE-PARAMETER TRANSFORMATION GROUPS
IN THE PLANE

PAUL S. MOSTERT

Very little is known about the action of a one-parameter group R

on two-space except when all orbits are circles, in which case the

action is completely known [l]. In a forthcoming paper, A. Beck

proves that any closed set can act as the set of fixed points for R.

Hence, a very general description appears to be hopeless. However,

here, we are able to prove the following result.

Theorem. Let E be the plane and R the real line acting on E as a

group of transformations without fixed points (i.e., no point is left fixed

by all of R). If E/R is Hausdorff, then E is fibred as a direct product
of R and a cross sectioning line. Thus, R is equivalent to a group of

translations.

Proof. Let xEE. Since x is not fixed under R, there is a closed

interval [ — a, a] = T about 0 in R, and an arc CEE, xEC but not

an end point of C, such that T2(C) is a compact neighborhood of x

and the mapping (t, c)—>t(c) is one to one from T2XC—+T2(C). That

is, C is a local cross section to the local orbits of T2 fl]. We shall

show that C is a local cross section for the orbits of R.

Suppose, on the contrary, that for some zEC, there is an r>a

such that r(z)ET(C). Let b be the greatest lower bound of such

numbers. Then b(z)E~a(C), for if not, say b(z)=t(c), tET, cEC,

and t>—a, then there is a /', — a<t'<0, such that t+t'>—a.

Hence (b+t')(z) = (t+t')(c)ET(C). But t'<0 so that b+t'<b. By

the choice of b, this implies b+t' <a. Since this implies b+t" <a for
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